Quantum Reﬂex Analysis
Quantum Reﬂex Analysis (QRA) is a simple yet profound diagnostic test relatively new,
yet based on ancient knowledge. This may be the most interesting tool of alternative
medicine for alternative health.
QRA is a simple but profound way of understanding the body. It utilizes science from
kinesiological testing in the form of the Bi-Digital O Ring test the energy meridians as
deﬁned by ancient Chinese medicine. When you are in full health, the unique electrical
frequencies of your various organs and glands harmonize. The entire collection of
electrical frequencies is called your body's bioﬁeld. When your body is weakened
through stress, disease or any other way, the electrical frequency changes and that can
be measured using QRA. Once measured, the body can also determine what vitamin,
herbal or mineral interventions would be best to help it based on the electric frequency
of the suggested nutritional products.
To accomplish healing you must ﬁrst understand the working of the magniﬁcent
hierarchy of the body's innate functioning bio-matrix, how the body's QEB interacts and
controls all body systems and how you can work in harmony with this quantum bioﬁeld
anatomy, not against it. We are 99.9999% energy so it only makes sense that true
healing can best take place in the quantum energy bioﬁeld.
Once the individual's basic problems are identiﬁed (the root cause of an illness, not just
the expressed symptoms) the recovery can be rapid. For just about any health issue,
QRA is an excellent tool for rapid recovery.
BENEFITS OF QRA
•A comprehensive health approach for the entire body, leading to both correction of
the immediate problem and long-term wellness utilizing your body's innate healing
potential.
•Immediate, patient-speciﬁc assessments
•A way to determine the optimum dosage of each nutritional formula suggested
•Clearing the body's bio ﬁelds of any interference
Many times, the individual's bio ﬁeld is blocked due to past physical trauma such as
scars from surgery or accidents. These scars or other traumas eﬀectively, short circuits,
the healing energy ﬂow through the bioﬁeld. An organ or gland may be weakened by
various maladies. Some of these stressors are parasites, viruses, bacteria, heavy metal
or environmental toxins. There can also be interference ﬁelds due to physical trauma
such as scars from surgery or accidents. Once these short circuits are identiﬁed and

cleared, the meridian ﬂow is able to return to normal and the organs and glands are
then strengthened.
Without addressing the fact of chaos in the individual's bio ﬁeld, the patient may
require large number of supplements that may not control their symptoms. Once the
problematic organs and/or glands are identiﬁed using QRA, the bio ﬁeld cleared of any
interference, the patient can expect to take far fewer supplements, but receive greater
results since their body's bio-absorption has been enhanced.
WHAT DOES QRA HELP?
A QRA session does not reveal disease. You may have uncomfortable symptoms that
you want to go away or you may have already been diagnosed with a particular disease.
A QRA analysis will immediately show you which particular organs or glands are weak,
giving you the physical problems, you are dealing with. Once your bioﬁeld is restored to
normal, your body will be able to eﬀectively bring you back to optimal wellness.
WHAT IS QRA (QUANTUM REFLEX ANALYSIS)?
QRA is a one-of-a-kind, eﬀective modality which tests the bio-energetic status of the
body's key organs and glands using a university-proven muscle testing technique of
medically accepted reﬂex points. During a session, the practitioner will test speciﬁc
points on the body's surface using the O ring method to determine the energy ﬂow. The
O-ring test indicates a strong or weak read depending on the energy ﬂow.
To understand Reﬂex Analysis, scroll down to interference ﬁelds.
HOW CAN QRA HELP YOU?
QRA allows me to understand what could be a positive nutrient for my body. Through
this unique muscle testing technique we are able to discern the amount of supplements
needed in order to rapidly restore the ideal cellular resonance of that particular organ or
gland.
WHAT IS AN INTERFERENCE FIELD?
An Interference Field (IF) is an area of the body that has been previously traumatized
either from an old scar, whiplash or accident. Even though a trauma may have occurred
years ago and is no longer noticeable, it can still act like a powerful short circuit that
blocks the body's natural energy ﬂow to a speciﬁc organ or gland.
Founder of QRA, Dr. Bob Marshall, states: "Once your active Interference Fields, the
short circuits, in your bioﬁeld have been erased through QRA, the body can return to its
ideal cellular resonance and most ideal health."
DO YOU HAVE HIDDEN INTERFERENCE FIELDS?

It's the rare person who doesn't. Interference Fields are quite common and are seldom
considered in most practitioner evaluations. It is not unusual to ﬁnd that the root cause
of many health issues is due to hidden Interference Fields. QRA can swiftly identify
them and eliminate them so the cause of the illness can be cleared away in order to
allow the body to heal. Take the example of a hose with a kink. The water can't ﬂow
through the hose unless the kink (or interference) has been ﬁxed. Interference Fields
can cause a cascade of health issues.
YOUR BODY KNOWS BEST
The body has the ability to heal itself given the right component. If you have been
struggling with your health it is time to seek new modalities, this could be the answer
for you.
•Sometimes just eliminating Interference Fields can change a person's life.
•Sometimes addressing geopathic stress.
•Emotional blocks.
•Nutritional support.
QRA ALSO ADDRESSES DENTAL ISSUES
Did you know that a tooth infection can prevent you from getting well? A tooth
infection cannot be overcome on its own. The infection (or cavitation) needs to be
cleared. In standard dentistry often the dentist will inject the site, they don't realize that
the injections are causing scar tissue and may be creating a new Interference Field.
QRA testing can identify dental areas of concern to assist the dentist with your dental
care.
We get great results using dental clay to help decrease the infection, which allows the
dentist to have a cleaner ﬁeld to work in and to eliminate the interference ﬁeld.
People who try everything to get well usually don't have a clue that the problem is
coming from their mouth.

